The Standard Model (SM) of strong and electro-weak interactions, SU C (3)⊗ SU L (2)⊗ U Y (1), has shown its extraordinary accuracy in explaining many features of particle physics along the years. Among the issues not covered by this successful model there is the fact that the QCD vacuum has a nontrivial structure revealed by its non-perturbative regime, implying the so called strong-CP or θ problem (the subject is widely reviewed in Ref. strongcp). The violation of CP by strong interactions appears in the theory after the introduction of instanton solution to solve the U A (1) problem thooft. It induces the so called θ-term in the QCD Lagrangian, which violates P , T and CP . Additional electro-weak effects change this term proportionally to Det[M ], where M is the quark mass matrix. The effective θ-term, θ ef f , is observable through the electric dipole moment of neutron, whose experimental bound implies the upper limit | θ ef f |< 10 −9 PDG1. The smallness of θ ef f is what we call the strong-CP problem.
The physical properties of these models were investigated in several works and their different aspects became evident versionI,versionII. Among these differences it is noticeable that version I requires a minimal of three triplets and one sextet of scalars in order to generate the masses for all fermions and gauge bosons while version II does the same job with only three triplets.
Their shared aspects include the naturalness of massive neutrinos, with the difference that in version I neutrinos are Majorana-type, while in version II they are Dirac-type. Besides, from their structure these models dispose of enough constraints upon the U (1) N quantum numbers leading to the correct pattern for electric charge quantization pires. Another of these aspects is that also the PQ symmetry and the leptonic symmetry can emerge naturally in both versions pal,axion331,majoron.
Since the version II of 3-3-1 was observed to possess the PQ symmetry with a smaller content majoron, although in that context the axion was of the Weinberg-Wilczek kind, we decided to chose this more economical model and investigate the possibility of obtaining an invisible axion by including only one extra scalar singlet field in the model. The presence of CDM candidates in version II of 3-3-1 was recently addressed longlan, but here we wish to have the axion playing such a role. There is a crucial issue that has to be addressed when trying to stick with a CDM singlet axion though. It concerns the fact that gravitation induces dangerous effective terms in the Lagrangian, explicitly breaking any global symmetry of the theory. In particular, focusing on U P Q (1), this breaking implies a huge contribution to the axion mass. There remains the question whether an appropriate mechanism exists in order to avoid such terms, stabilizing the axion. Fortunately, the annoying terms can be conveniently suppressed by the presence of suitable discrete symmetries. Moreover, it was noticed in late eighties by Kraus and Wilczek kw, that a local continuous symmetry at high energies manifests at low energies as discrete (local) symmetries which, differently from global ones, are expected to be respected by gravity. This means that the needed discrete symmetries can arise in a rather natural way if we assume some underlying local continuous symmetry.
Discrete gauge symmetries have been used to stabilize the axion in a model with extra-dimensions by Kamionkowsky et al. kamion more than ten years ago. It was also pointed out that large discrete symmetries can naturally arise in the context of string theories dine. Also, in an attempt to prevent B − L violation in a class of supersymmetric standard model, large discrete symmetries were imposed, implying an automatic PQ symmetry, stabilized against quantum gravity effects lukas. For what we are concerned, it was noticed in Ref. axion331 that 3-3-1 models possess a large enough number of fields to accommodate large discrete symmetries, Z N . And the larger N is, the higher are the number of suppressed unwanted terms in the Lagrangian. In order to obtain a Z 13 symmetry, the authors in Ref. axion331 added some extra fermion fields to the model, resulting in an automatic PQ symmetry and the axion protected under gravitational mass corrections. This constitutes an additional motivation for considering these 3-3-1 models to obtain the invisible axion and solve the strong-CP problem.
This work is divided as follows. We first introduce the model in section sec1. In section sec2 we impose a Z 11 ⊗ Z 2 symmetry, associating the appropriate charges for the fields and obtain that the resulting Lagrangian is invariant under U P Q (1), identifying the correct PQ charges. This is done within the same spirit as that presented in Ref. axion331,axionsm, assigning charges under a discrete symmetry group to the fields at hand and observing that a PQ symmetry emerges automatically if a Z 2 is also imposed. We will see that in this case, also lepton number symmetry arises naturally. In section sec3, we analyze the symmetry breaking pattern of the model, recognizing the axion and its couplings. We finally present the conclusions in section sec4.
The model sec1 Our investigation on this work relies on the version II of the 3-3-1 models versionII. Its left-handed lepton content comes in the fundamental representation of the SU (3) L , composing the following triplet, eqnarrayf a L = (arraycν a L In the quark sector, one generation of left-handed fields comes in the triplet fundamental representation of SU (3) L and the other two compose an anti-triplet with the following content, eqnarrayQ iL = (arraycd iL In order to generate the masses for the gauge bosons and fermions, the model requires only three triplets of scalars, namely, eqnarrayχ = arraycχ 0
With these scalars and matter fields we can write the following Yukawa interactions f2,
the breaking of the 3-3-1 symmetry the vector gauge bosons W ± , V ± , U 0 and U 0 † interact with matter as follows f3, eqnarrayL CI = −g √ 2 ν a L γ µ e a L W + µ + (ν c R ) a γ µ e a L V + µ +ν a L γ µ (ν c R ) a U 0 µ +ū a L γ µ d a L W + µ It is through these Lagrangian interactions, L Y and L CI , that we can recognize particles that carry lepton number L such as total lepton number is conserved at this level. From these interactions we have equationL(V + , u 3 , η 0 , ρ + ) = −2 , L(U 0 , d i , χ 0 , χ − ) = +2.leptonnumber
